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Overview
• Intro to Past Performance in Source Selection
• Intro to CPARS
• CPARS Rules and Procedures

– CPAR Contractors Comments and Higher-Level Reviews

• Challenging Negative CPARs through CDA Claims and Appeals
• Sample Problem
• Best Practices for Mitigative Negative CPARs
– Direct Attack

• CPAR Contractors Comments and Higher-Level Reviews
• CDA Claim and Appeal to Board/COFC

– Collateral Strategies

• Framing and addressing in proposals
• Framing and addressing in discussion questions
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Intro to Past Performance in Source Selections
• In most procurements it’s the most important non-price factor
– Mandatory evaluation factor in FAR part 15 procurements above the
simplified acquisition threshold
– It’s the hardest factor to fudge

• Collection methods
– CPARS
– PPQ
– Other
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Intro to CPARS Key Terms
• CPARS = Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting
System
• Primary Purpose  to ensure that “current, complete and accurate
information on contractor performance information” is utilized by agency
source selection officials in awarding best value contracts and orders to
contractors

• CPAR(s) = Contractor Performance Assessment Report(s)
• PPIRS = Past Performance Information Retrieval System
– Regs still say PPIRS, but PPIRS was merged into CPARS, Jan. 2019
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CPARS/CPAR(s)/PPIRS Basics
• Agencies “shall prepare evaluations of contractor performance for each contract
that exceeds the simplified acquisition threshold.” FAR 42.1502(b)
• The FAR instructs that performance evaluations shall be entered into the CPARS
and then automatically transmitted to the Past Performance Information
Retrieval System (PPIRS), from which they can be retrieved by federal
government agencies seeking information on contractor past performance. FAR
42.1503(f)
• Contractors may, after notification that their evaluation is ready, submit
comments, rebut statements, or provide additional information in response to
the contracting officer’s evaluation. FAR 42.1503(d)
• Any disagreements between the parties shall be reviewed at a level above the
contracting officer, but “the ultimate conclusion on the performance evaluation
is a decision of the contracting agency.” FAR 42.1503(d)
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CPAR Evaluation – The Players
• Assessing Official (AO)
• Reviewing Official (RO)
• Designated Contractor Representative (CR)
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CPAR Evaluation – The Evaluation Factors
• Technical (quality of product or service)
• Cost control (not applicable for firm-fixed-price or fixed-price
with economic price adjustment arrangements)
• Schedule/timeliness
• Management or business relations
• Small business subcontracting
• Regulatory Compliance
• Other factors
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CPAR Evaluation – The Ratings
• Adjectival

– AO is to provide an adjectival rating for each applicable factor
– Exceptional, Very Good, Satisfactory, Marginal, and Unsatisfactory
– Definitions and Guidance at FAR 42.1503, Table 42-1

• https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2013-title48-vol1/pdf/CFR-2013-title48-vol1-sec421503.pdf#page=3

• Qualitative/Narratives

– AO is to provide a narrative to support each rating given

• Recommendation

– “Given what I know today about the contractor's ability to perform in accordance
with this contract or order's most significant requirements, I ('would' or 'would
not') recommend them for similar requirements in the future."
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CPAR Evaluation – The Ratings (Adjectival - abbrev.)
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CPAR Evaluation – The Ratings (Adjectival - full)
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CPAR Evaluation – The Ratings (Adjectival - full)
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CPAR Evaluation – Lifespan & Frequency
• Lifespan
– CPARs effectively stay on your record for 3 years (6 years for
construction or a/e contracts (FAR 42.1503(g))

• Frequency
– Interim
• At least once every 12 months

– Final
• Once, upon contract completion
• Only covers last period of performance – not intended to be cummulative
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Timeline – Contractor Comment Period
Day 0
AO Enters Ratings/Narrative into
CPAR  Sends CPAR To CR

Day 15
CPAR becomes available in CPARS, with or w/o
CR comments (marked “Pending”)

Days 1 – 14
CR has opportunity to review and submit
comments to CPAR
Day 15 – 60
CR stil has opportunity to review and submit
comments to CPAR, if not already submitted
Once comments are submitted CPARS is
updated to include comments (remains
“Pending”)

Day 61
CR comments period ends
(CR locked out of CPAR)
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Timeline – RO Review Period
If the CR submits
comments …

Close the CPAR

If CR concurs
with CPAR

If CR does NOT
concur with
CPAR

AO must either:

AO must either:

Modify & close
the CPAR

Send the CPAR
to the RO
RO Review,
Comment &
Close
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Modify & send
the CPAR to the
RO
RO Review,
Comment &
Close

Send the CPAR
to the RO
RO Review,
Comment &
Close

CPAR must be closed within
120 days following the end of
the period of performance

Modify & send
the CPAR to the
RO
RO Review,
Comment &
Close

Once CPAR is closed, the
“Pending” marking is removed
in CPARS

-

IF CR doesn’t concur with ratings but RO doesn’t change ratings, next step is to file a CDA Claim
challenging CPAR
If CDA Claim is denied, next step is to file Appeal with ASBCA/CBCA or COFC

CPAR CDA CLAIMS/APPEALS
TIMING AND PROCEDURE
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Common Goals of Filing a CPAR CDA Claim/Appeal
• Getting a negative CPAR overturned or remanded for reevaluation
• Creating basis to avoid having CPAR being used against you in
another procurement while CDA Claim/Appeal is pending
• Settlement leverage
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Challenging CPARs – The CDA Claim
• Contractor can file a CDA Claim challenging the CPAR within 6 years of after accrual of claim
(assuming claim hasn’t been waived or released)
• To be a CDA Claim it must be a:

– (1) a written demand
– (2) seeking as a matter of right
– (3) the payment of money in a sum certain OR the adjustment or interpretation of contract terms
OR other relief arising under or relating to the contract
– (4) a clear and unequivocal statement that gives the contracting officer adequate notice of the
basis and amount of the claim
– (5) for claims seeking more than $100,000, the claim must be “certified” (FAR 33.207(c); 41 USC
7103(b))
– (6) signed by contractor – handwritten signature best, but electronic or digital signatures ok if it
includes discrete verifiable symbol that can be authenticated – typewritten signature insufficient
– (7) submitted to the contracting officer for final decision
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Challenging CPARs – The CDA Claim
• Need to specifically challenge CPAR or wont be able to appeal at
BCA/COFC
• Relief you seek on appeal must be relief sought in claim

– Relief requested should be include the type of relief that can be granted by
BCA/COFC
– If you want to seek monetary damages on appeal in connection with CPAR,
that needs to be in the claim

• Common errors with CPARs claims:

– Though it was a CDA Claim, but it wasn’t
– Thought it wasn’t a CDA Claim, but it was
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Challenging CPARs – The CDA Claim – Is it a Claim?
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Fed. Contracting, Inc. v. United States, 128
Fed. Cl. 788 (2016)

Vanquish Worldwide, LLC v. United States, 134 Fed. Cl. 72 (2017)

The correspondence between FCI and the
government reveals that FCI met this
requirement. In a June 8, 2015 letter, FCI
informed the CO that it “strongly
disagree[d]” with the unsatisfactory
performance evaluation and “formally
request[ed]” its withdrawal. In a second
letter on June 29, 2015, FCI again
“request[ed] that the CPAR evaluation be
withdrawn.” The CO responded on July 6,
2015, stating that “[y]our request ... for
withdrawal of the Interim
Unsatisfactory CPARS evaluation is denied.”

- Agency issues draft CPAR; Vanquish responds by entering detailed
comments into CPARS.
- While the review process was ongoing, Vanquish sent a email to agency
counsel (with a copy to the CO) which referred in passing to Vanquish's
belief that its CPARS rating was “unjustified” and that it “should be
rescinded.”
- The day after the RO finalized the ratings, Vanquish sent the agency's
counsel an email that was focused on what he called a “rush to judgment,”
which he claimed had denied Vanquish a fair opportunity to provide input
into its rating. Vanquish requested the right to review documentation
upon which its Marginal rating was based and requested a temporary
reprieve while an “additional review process is underway,” stating that
“the CPARS review and rating should be rescinded or suspended until
Vanquish'[s] supplemental response can be considered.”

Challenging CPARs – The CDA Claim – Is it a Claim?
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Yes – Fed. Contracting, Inc. v. United
States, 128 Fed. Cl. 788 (2016)

No - Vanquish Worldwide, LLC v. United States, 134 Fed. Cl. 72 (2017)

This correspondence is sufficient to
meet the CDA's requirements that FCI
submit a written demand for a final
decision seeking relief from the
unsatisfactory performance evaluation
as a matter of right and that it receive a
final decision on that claim from the
CO.

In short, Vanquish’s emails did not reflect that Vanquish was requesting a
final decision from the CO or that it was demanding a permanent
withdrawal of the performance rating. Instead, the emails appeared to be
focused on flaws in the process, with the purpose of giving Vanquish
another opportunity to review additional material and make additional
comments that it hoped would change the rating decision. The agency
therefore would not have had notice, based on Vanquish’s emails, that
Vanquish was asserting an entitlement to the permanent withdrawal of
the rating as a matter of right.

Appeal of CPAR CDA Claim to Court/Board
• Contracting Officer Final Decision on Claim:

– if claim is non-monetary or amount sought is under $100,000, then KO must
issue final decision within 60 days
– If over $100,000, then KO must within 60 days either (1) issue final decision, or
(2) notify contractor of time by which decision will be issued

• Contractor can seek relief from BCA or COFC to make Govt issue a final decision by a certain
date

– Failure to meet deadline for decision can be treated as a deemed denial by
contractor

• Contractor can appeal decision to ASBCA/CBCA or COFC

– CBCA or ASBCA: appeal must be filed within 90 days of receipt of final decision
– COFC: appeal must be filed within 12 months of receipt of final decision
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Appeal of CPAR CDA Claim to Court/Board
• Jurisdiction
– COFC and ASBCA/CBCA – YES
• BUT properly asserted CDA Claim is a prerequisite

– GAO – NO
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Appeal of CPAR CDA Claim to Court/Board
• What kind of errors can be reviewed

– Procedural errors – failure to follow procedure preparing CPAR
• de novo review

– Substantive errors – disputing the accuracy of the CPAR

• Alleged misevaluation rests on a dispute concerning the interpretation of a contract clause
• accuracy and fairness of the CPAR – reviewed only for abuse of discretion
• breach of implied duty of good faith and fair dealing

– Must allege prejudice from errors

• there must be some quantifiable prejudice to the contractor from the performance
evaluation, meaning damage or detriment to one's legal rights or claims
• procedural errors – tough to show prejudice – but for the procedural error, performance
evaluation would have been any different
• substantive errors – easy to show prejudice
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Appeal of CPAR CDA Claim to Court/Board – Relief Available
• Specific Performance - NO
• Injunctive Relief – NO

– But possible COFC could issue injunctive relief if claim is also tied to a
protest of a specific procurement

• Declaratory Relief – YES

– COFC and Boards can declare that rating is inaccurate or procedure not
followed

• Remand with instructions – Yes, but limited
• Monetary Relief – MAYBE

– Gov't Servs. Corp., ASBCA No. 60367, 16-1 BCA ¶ 36411 (June 20, 2016)
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Specific Performance
• Specific Performance – NO
– COFC

• Todd Const., L.P. v. United States, 88 Fed. Cl. 235 (2009):

– Court lacks authority under general Tucker Act (CDA) jurisdiction to provide injunctive relief
– But possible COFC could issue injunctive relief if claim is also tied to a protest of a specific procurement
 court observed that a contractor could seek injunctive relief over a past performance evaluation in
connection with a pending procurement if the challenge were fashioned as a bid protest under 28 USC
1491(b)(2) instead of a CDA claim under 28 USC 1491(a)

– Boards

• Versar, Inc., ASBCA No. 56857, 10-1 BCA ¶ 34437 (May 6, 2010) (“we do
not have jurisdiction to grant specific performance”)

• CompuCraft, Inc., CBCA 5516 (Mar. 1, 2017) (Board dismissed request to direct GSA to revise
its performance evaluation by changing the rating for each evaluative factor to exceptional or
remove the evaluation from the CPARS database)
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Declaratory Relief
• Declaratory Relief – YES
– COFC and Boards can declare that rating is inaccurate
• Contractual interpretation
• Abuse of discretion / Arbitrary and Caprcious
• Breach of good faith and fair dealing

– COFC and Boards can declare that government failed to follow CPAR
procedural regulations to the prejudicial detriment of the contractor
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Remand with Instructions
• Remand with instructions – Yes, but limits on instructions
– COFC:

• Todd Const., L.P. v. United States, 88 Fed. Cl. 235 (2009) – authorized to remand case to the agency
with “proper and just” direction

– Boards:

• PROTEC GmbH, ASBCA No. 61161, 18-1 BCA ¶ 37064 (May 30, 2018):

– The government is correct that we do not possess jurisdiction to order an agency to revise a CPARS rating. MicroTechnologies,
LLC, ASBCA Nos. 59911, 59912, 15-1 BCA ¶ 36,125 at 176,348; Colonna's Shipyard, Inc., ASBCA No. 56940, 10-2 BCA 34,494 at
170,139; Versar, Inc., ASBCA No. 56857, 10-1 BCA 34,437 at 169,953. However, we may remand a matter to require a CO to
follow applicable regulations and provide appellant with a fair and accurate performance evaluation. Id. Here, by seeking an
order that the Army “revisit the evaluation,” ASBCA Nos. 61161 and 61162 Complaint Count I merely seeks an order remanding
the appeal to require the CO to provide PROTEC with a fair and accurate performance evaluation (SOF 9). Therefore, we
possess jurisdiction over ASBCA Nos. 61161 and 61162 Complaint Count I.

• Cameron Bell Corp. d/b/a Gov Sols. Grp. (Govsg), ASBCA No. 61856 (May 1, 2019):

– Although we do not have jurisdiction to grant specific performance or injunctive relief, and therefore cannot order the
government to revise a CPARS rating, we may remand to require the contracting officer to follow applicable regulations and
provide appellant a fair and accurate performance evaluation. PROTEC GmbH, ASBCA No. 61161 et al., 18-1 BCA ¶ 37,064 at
180,419-20.
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Monetary Relief
• Monetary Relief – MAYBE
– Gov't Servs. Corp., ASBCA No. 60367, 16-1 BCA ¶ 36411 (June 20,
2016)
• ASBCA refused to dismiss $100k appeal of claim for damages associated with
wrongful negative CPAR
• GFE estimate of future admin and legal expenses that contractor would be
forced to incur to counter the apparent bad faith libelous actions reviewing
officer

– Monetary relied must first be sought in properly asserted CDA claim
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(1) CR Comments on the CPAR
(2) CPAR Claim/Appeal
(3) Addressing Negative CPAR in Proposal/Discussions

SAMPLE PROBLEM (SEE HANDOUT)
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BEST PRACTICES
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Best Practice: Comment and Review of Negative CPARs
• Questions contractor should have in mind when reviewing
CPARs
– Do you agree with ratings? (too high and too low)
– Did the agency assess all major areas of performance?
– Did the agency interpret the contract requirements correctly?
– Are the factual narratives factually accurate?
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Best Practice: Comment and Review of Negative CPARs
• Submitting Comments
– Know your audience
• Use to convince to RO
• Keep in mind your comments become part of the CPAR for use in future
procurement past performance evaluations

– Focus on underlying factual errors and omissions in narratives
– Provide additional information – avoid character count problems through
upload/hyperlink method
– Worth pointing out corrective measures you took or you will take – might
not help get rating changed, but may help in a future procurement
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Best Practice: Comment and Review of Negative CPARs
DO …

DON’T …

Point out facts not considered that would impact rating

Don’t insult or make it personal or allege bias

Identify specific inaccuracies, misinterpretations or
otherwise underlying the ratings

Don’t complain about ratings without attacking
underlying findings (unless findings narrative doesn’t
match rating definition)

Identify if narrative/rating inconsistent with definition/rating Don’t challenge Satisfactory ratings unless you have a
very strong case
Discuss strengths of performance
Take responsibility for real problems, identify mitigating
circumstances and corrective steps taken (or taking) to
correct problems identified
Keep in mind how your statement might impact the viability
of a related claim
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Don’t ignore bad narratives even if tied to good
ratings (unless the narratives are accurate)

Best Practices: Challenging CPARs – Claims/Litigation
• Audience changes, tone/type/framing of rebuttals should also change
– Focus needs to shift to legal arguments

• File a detailed CDA Claim

– Jurisdictional pre-requisite
– Seek corrective and monetary relief in CPAR claim
• Monetary relief provides real leverage

– Include CPAR challenge in a related claim

• If CPAR claim is denied, file timely appeal at the Board or the COFC

– Know time limits to appeal
– Keep in mind the Board moves slowly – but that isn’t always a bad think

• Filing your Complaint at the Board or COFC
– Should be heavy on the facts
– Make broad and multiple requests for relief

• Resolve the CPAR claim in connection with negotiating a resolution of other monetary REA/Claim
on the project
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Best Practice: Proposal Drafting to Mitigate CPARs
• To address or not address a negative and relevant past
performance reference in your proposal?
• Avoiding negative affiliate past performance
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Best Practice: Using Discussions to Address Negative CPARs
• If the Gov’t asks you to explain a negative past performance
review in discussions …
– Trying to avoid directly addressing won’t do you any good
– It’s a sign the government thinks this is a problem
– The government has likely already considered your CPAR comments
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Best Practice: Using Discussions to Address Negative CPARs
• If the negative review is accurate…
– Take responsibility for real problems, identify mitigating
circumstances and corrective steps taken (or taking) to correct
problems identified
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Best Practice: Using Discussions to Address Negative CPARs
DO …

DON’T …

Point out facts not considered that would impact rating

Allege bias (without hard
evidence)

Identify specific inaccuracies, misinterpretations or otherwise underlying the ratings – be very
specific

Make it personal

Submit contemporaneous documentation that supports your position (if permitted by RFP)

Rest on what’s already in
your CPAR Comments

Identify positions taken by agency during/after project that are inconsistent with the CPAR
evaluation – submit supporting documentation (if permitted by RFP)

Rely on a bid protest to solve
you problem

Mention if matter is the subject of a claim/litigation – mention results of claim/litigation if it
support your position
Show you addressed concern of problems seriously, identify mitigating circumstances and
corrective steps taken (or taking) to correct perception of problems identified
Explain how the CPAR isn’t actually bad, or the bad isn’t really relevant (and list a person as
reference who will give you a positive PPQ
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Best Practice: Company-Wide Database/Policy
– Company-wide policy for commenting on and responding to CPARs
– Company-wide past performance database and collection policy
– Catalog and organize projects
• Quality of ratings / type of project / type of contract / size of contract /
duration and dates
• People who were key personnel on the projects
• Affiliate’s projects
• Key personnel experience while working on projects for other companies
• Projects as a sub
• Private projects, state and local projects
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Resources
• FAR Subpart 42.15

– http://farsite.hill.af.mil/reghtml/regs/far2afmcfars/fardfars/far/42.ht
m#P759_109106

• FAR Subpart 15.3

– http://farsite.hill.af.mil/reghtml/regs/far2afmcfars/fardfars/far/15.ht
m#P221_36054

• GUIDANCE FOR THE CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT REPORTING SYSTEM (CPARS)
– https://www.cpars.gov/pdfs/CPARS-Guidance.pdf
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Questions?

Adam K. Lasky | Partner

Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP
701 Pike Street, Suite 1700 | Seattle, WA 98101
206-251-4106| lasky@oles.com
www.oles.com | www.procurementplaybook.com
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